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IDEAS EXPLOR ATION

PROCESS
FOR
FINDING
TOPICS

1. Looking Inward
At the beginning, I started
with finding good topics for
investigation such as what
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IDEA
EXPLORATION

I am interested in and
passionate about.

2. Looking Outward

and Motivations

While I was listing thing
around my daily life, I was
also thinking about what I
see as wrong in the world
can become an opportunity
for change, and then list 25
things that I am most
passionate about. At last,
selected 5 topics that chould
be researched in deep.
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3.

IDEAS EXPLOR ATION

IDEAS EXPLOR ATION

FIVE TOPICS for Researching in deep

• Orphan

• Generation

More and more children abandoned by their parents,

People around me around my age are not talk with their

especially in developing cultures like Africa, Latin American

grandpa or grandma too much. They maybe only meet them

and China. Orphans are growing up without any love, care,
medical, and education. I want to investigate why more
parents abandoned their children if they don’t want baby
why they let this happened. As a graphic designer how can I
explore and comment on this problem to help them.

• The inherent worth of local product in inland

ever do not know what grandparents’ life when they were

with creating pairs of opposing words.
Fi n a l D i g i ta l B ra i ns to r m i n g Wa l l

their grandparents more understanding them.
Stress

Lonely

I love travel with my family, but last time my family trip made
twin boys but they can not sitting down on airplane for around
6 hours, babe can not control them self, so some time drama

can see green trees and flowers, they are blooming

and crying, that bother another passengers a lot. So I would

during the whole year. Tea is high value product from

like to find way to make family trip more comfortable and

the city, we have the top tea in the world, but not too

more convenience.

Care needed

self confidence

detect early

Sad

Lack
knowledge

Violence

Bad
relationship

High
treatment fee

Communication

Hyperactivity

Aggressive
behavior

Harm
relationship

Withdrawn

Depressed

Treatment fee

Disordered
though

Anxiety

illicit
substances

Physical
complaints

Worries

Misunderstanding

Brain damage

adolescent
pregnancy

Bad habits
smoking
drinking

Social opinion
to them,
they opinion
to social

school
drop out

From mental
health into
mental illness

Effect social

delinquent
behaviors

FAMILY

LONG-TERM

Unhappy

to the beach. As I know not only Bermuda but also Chicago,

Adolescent
Mental Health

Turn the
psychological
into
physiological

Attention
needed

PUBLIC

Philippines, and Hong Kong and so on. Now it becomes worse
in our daily life. I would like to find way let people know the

Attention-Defici

Impulsivity

When I went to Bermuda the big things I remembered now is
plastic pollution. Each wave was bringing plastic fragments

Divorce

• Travel system for kids. (Family trip)

always like spring so during the whole year we always

• Plastic pollution

of my topic, and then brainstorming ideas

I would like find way can help more young people care about

also Spring City, because the weather is gorgeous

more people to know it.

Adolescent mental heath as the subject

young, or what grandparents need when they are getting old.

everybody so tried because my nephews. They are so cute

increase the value of local product and find ways let

As much deliberation, I selected

when Christmas coming. Some grandsons or granddaughter

My hometown is southwest of China called Kunming

many people know. I want to investigate how to
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BRAINSTORM

IMMEDIATE

04

substance abuse

situation and find way to less use plastic products.

Rule-breaking
behavior

Lack
understanding

Lack
mental
education

Attitude

Mental
health system

Law

Government
helps

Social
interaction

Discrimination

Environments

Misconception

Oppositional
Defiant

School

Lack
knowledge

Effect personal
development

Life Planning

Effect health
and
development

Social circle

drug
Marijuana

Brainstorming Wall

Insurance

Media TV
Movie Video
Music
Books

Sick
Crazy
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IDEAS EXPLOR ATION

Pre l i m i n a r y Phy si ca l B ra i ns to r m i n g Wa l l

1. Brainstorming Wall
I picked up 2 pairs of words, which are “Family” and “Public”,
“Immediate” and “Long-term” to unceasingly stretch my
thinking. Meanwhile, mainly focused on finding out causes
from family, factors in public environment, symptoms
shows immediately, and effects in a long-term. After
brainstorm, I chose 3 solutions, which might be interesting
and meaningful enough to define my brand further.

O rg a n ize d Phy si ca l B ra i ns to r m i n g Wa l l
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IDEAS EXPLOR ATION

2.
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THREE IDEAS from

Adolescent Mental Heath

idea one

idea two

idea three

Programs in Your Community

Three Pillars

Positive Attitude

If today people more understanding

If children got mental problem, they

In general public misconception

about adolescent mental health, more

can’t solve the problem by their self. If

adolescent mental health, they identify

care about it, if in your community have

school, parents, and themself work

it crazy and sick which made children

adolescent mental health agency can

together, could this problem can be much

stressful and loss confidence. If the

help people with adolescent mental

easier and effective?  Some children got

public’s attitude towards mental health

health problem would the problem

mental problem, they only work with

were open and supportive, would

can find out earlier and can be help

their counselor, even not talk with their

then more people with mental health

earlier?  This idea is design the system

parents and teachers. But the effect is

challenges will seek help earlier and

in community, the guidelines provide

not obvious unilateral assistance. Let

solved easier?  Children not talk with their

direction for communication and for

children can talk about it with them they

mental problem to another one because

obtaining training or consultation to help

trust and consult, can those pillars work

they know if they said that, people might

develop people lack understanding about

together will much help.

think they are sick or crazy, which made

adolescent mental health, also let people

them mental problem worse. So develop

how to solve the problem without pay

people understanding the mental health,

high treatment fee.

and change people general negative
attitude become positive way to help

O rg a n ize d Phy si ca l B ra i ns to r m i n g Wa l l

solve the problem.

BR A ND IDEN TIT Y
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BACKGROUND
ANALYSIS
Name: Trisupport
Category: Service
Location: San Francisco. Local garden.
Scope: A local organization.

MY MAIN GOAL is to focus on three pillars which are
school, family and child self, and then give the sign that
they need it and guide those three pillars work together

02

BRAND
IDENTITY
PROCESS OF
CREATING
CREATIVE
BRIEF

let children back to health. So that, I picked a name for my
brand, which is “Trisupport”.

THE PURPOSE OF TRISUPPORT is to be committed to

THE STRENGTHS of Trisupport is my brand is not only
a place that can offer professional treatment to help
adolescents’ mental health, but it also is a place with a
friendly environment in which patients and families can
feel welcomed and safe while they are receiving care and

reducing the suffering caused by mental health issues and

support. However, lack understanding of mental health

to help young adults 12-25 lead mentally healthier lives.

issues and the fact that there are a lot of similar resources

Meanwhile, Trisupport is also focus on working with young
adults, their families and their schools to help them with
mental health issues.

available are WEAKNESSES for Trisupport.
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TARGETING
AUDIENCES
Through analysing the background
of my brand, I targeted young adults,
parents, and schools as my audiences.
For the season of convey the massages
to my audiences closer, I selected
3 representative person who can
respectively represent three pillars
of family, teenager and schools for
creating personal cards.

BR A ND IDEN TIT Y

Parents
Generally, because of many parents worried about their
children’s behaviours, but they don’t know how to neither
communicate with their children nor solve the problems. Lack
mental health knowledge and misunderstanding make the
situation worse. So that, they will care and pay at tention to
my brand.
For my personal cards, I selected a housewife named Laura to
represent one pillar, which is family. And I also pictured some
specific characteristics as list below:
_Caretaker of the home, and always keep doing everything organized.
_ Strict mother; has one teenage daughter and two teenage sons,
and being “strict”.
_She is an essential factor for instilling appropriate social behavior.
_ Loves cooking for the family and shopping for the children.
_ Enjoy organizing family activity, but her kids always absent.
_ Caring children’s only in the material life.
_ Always argue with children for living details.
_ Loved to know everything about her children’s, so that
always peeped into their diary.

15
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Young Adults
With good mental health, children and young people do better
in every way. They are happier in their families, are able to
learn better, do better at school, and enjoy friendships and new
experiences. However, half of all lifetime cases of mental illness
begin by age 12. According to official data, currently, 10 million
American children—one in five—suffer from diagnosable and
treatable mental illnesses. Below are some characteristics of a
teenaged boy who is suf fering mental heath issues.
_The second child in his family, and has been leaving his parents
for school 3 years; now living with his uncle.
_ Casual, sporty and hate be controlled; be used to do everything
without any plan.
_ Loves social; enjoy party; usually smoking and hang out with girls.
_ Lacks of interest in family activities because he not only think
that family activities is boring, but also believes that uncle’s
family is not his.
_ Hopping that he will be understand, but nobody can talk with
him over 10 mins.
_ Argued with his uncle sometimes but most of the time he kept
silence during arguing.
_ Lacks of interest in communicate with his parents because
they are so far away from him.

BR A ND IDEN TIT Y

SCHOOLS
For adolescents, the first signs of mental illness can emerge in
the school environment. It’s well known that mental health issues
such as anxiety, depression. Some family problems often are the
root causes of poor academic performance, disciplinary issues,
and truancy. School needs not only psychologists to give students
professional treatments but also need work with student self
and their family to solve this problem. As I list below, instructor
who is with these kind of classic characteristics might need
Trisuppor t ’s help.
_ Has been divorcing for 6 years, and has one teenaged son.
_ Amiable teacher; Strict in class but admitted neglecting her son
and she feel guilt for this.
_ Loves stay with her son along because she is so busy that has
few time for child.
_ Enjoy participating in family activity of her friends’ because she
want her son can accept more caring and love.
_ Wants to know more about her son, but there are many troubles
to communicate with each other.
_ Never argued with her son because she never set any boundaries
for her son expect “be happy all the time”.
_ When her son fight with another children, she always tells her
son ”that’s not your fault“.

19
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COMPETITORS
ANALYSIS

KEY
STAKEHOLDERS
Researching for key stakeholders is a important part for defining and identifying a brand, and it also
helps a brand achieving the common goal with stakeholders. So that, after analysing the audiences of my
brand, I cleared up some information about my possible key stakeholders. These kinds of people below
will get benefits from Trisupport’s help, meanwhile, to help Trisupport growing.

YOUNG ADULTS AND THEIR FAMILIES

JOURNALISTS

The biggest and the most direct stakeholders of my project

Trisupport tremendously popular with journalists work

are young adults in the 12-25 communities. People at this age
can have multiple mental health issues, Trisupport is not only a
place can offer professional treatment help them, but also is a
place friendly environment in which patients and families can
feel welcomed and safe while they are receiving care
and support.

PSYCHOLOGISTS
As a new approach for treating teenage mental heath
issues, Trisupport provides the biggest research space
for scholars, especially psychologists. They are leaders
in the mental health field and have worked with the
most effective methods. Trisupport profoundly reflects
the communities of three pillars have different demands
for teenager mental heath; therefore, Psychologists can
get more academic benefits through researching the
way we operate, and how we build up a new relationship
between teenager, family and school; and then support
better for teenager mental heath together.

for news media for three newsworthy points: A rising
organization of mental health field; a junction connects
different demands with different sectors’ family of the
community, and a mirror reflects renewed relationship
between teenager, family and school. Trisupport relies
on journalists expanding social consequence through
using their professional quality of journalism; also,
journalists need Trisupports’ sustainable news value to
win more audience ratings for their channel.
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DIFFERENCES between Trisupport and other similar brands

WHAT DO THEY DO?

WHAT DO TRISUPPORT DO?

Mental Health Foundation is focus on everyone’s mental

Childhood and teenage years are when mental health

health and work has across all age ranges young people, adults

is developed and patterns are set for the future. So a

and older people – whatever their condition or circumstance.

child with good mental health is much more likely to

They help people to survive, recover from and prevent mental

have good mental health as an adult, and to be able to

health problems. They work across all age ranges and all

take on adult responsibilities and fulfill their potential.

aspects of mental health. They are the charity for everyone’s

Trisupport patients have a specific age range of 12 to

mental wellbeing.

25 years old, so adolescents’ mental health is the heart
of Trisupport.

Office of adolescent is the National Youth Mental Health

Trisupport has a similar mission but not only focus on young

Foundation. They help young people who are going

adults themselves, but also works with their schools and

through a tough time.

families. This makes a full range of therapy which leads
patients back to health as soon as possible.

St. Mary’s Medical Center is one of the largest not for profit,

Trisupport is not hospital, it is not only a place that can

community-based health care providers in Northern California.

offer professional treatment to help adolescent mental

Mental health is part of their mission.

health, but it also is a place with a friendly environment
in which patients and families can feel welcomed
and safe while they are receiving care and support.
Trisupport is different from other hospitals; it focuses
more on long-term treatment and comprehensive
support for patients, their schools, and families to
help patients get back to health as soon as possible.
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LOGO
DEVELOPMENT
My goal is going to design an identify
logo to shine my brand. I tried a lot both
in typography and iconography when I
start to sketch. I was excited to create a
meaningful and identify icon for my brand,
and it was also a big challenge for me. I
mainly focused on showing my concept—3
pillars through my logo. After many tries,
at last, I chose one of iconography logo to
keep refining.
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Pre l i m i n a r y t y p o g ra p hy Lo g o s

Pre l i m i n a r y i co n o g ra p hy Lo g o s

How does it become to

FINAL SELECTION ?

29
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Final Logo
Name: Trisupport
Color: Pantone 7467 C (7464C — cycles, 7469C —type)
Iconographic logo for the brand called “Trisupport”

“Trisupport” is program to help

I chose the iconographic logo because it

adolescent mental heath problem. I

focus on the most important three pillars,

started out with the idea of “ three

the shape three circles and squares to

pillars,” which are school, family and

symbolizes them three, they are looks

child who had adolescent mental health

like holding hands to supporting, which is

problem to help them and guide them

the spirit the brand want to convey from

to the health.

this logo. The colors I chose are giving
a sense of health and supporting. The
typeface is friendly and gives the logo
more balance.
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CREATING
MOODBOARD
1 . SUMMARY
Trisupport service for young adults is committed to reducing
the suffering caused by mental health issues and to help
young adults 12-25 lead mentally healthier lives. Trisupport is
connecting their families and schools to help them with mental
health issues. It is not only a place that can offer professional
treatment to help adolescents with mental health issues, but
also is a place with a friendly environment in which patients and
families can feel welcomed and safe while they are receiving
care and support. It is a hub and a light that lead people back to
a healthy life. Long term support and care cause their present
and future to become bright.

2. Defining The

KEY WORDS

Support

Hub

Effective

Trisupport purpose is support; it is

Trisupport is based on the idea “

Teenage years are when mental health

dedicated to helping adolescents with

Three pillars,” which are young adults,

is developed and patterns are set for

mental health issues. It is a hub of care,

schools, and families. So Trisupport

the future. So a child with good mental

professional knowledge and resources

is a hub to connect them together to

health is much more likely to have good

to connect with young adults, families

help young adults, make full range of

mental health as an adult, and to be

and schools. This makes a full range

therapy. This hub is very important; it is

able to take on adult responsibilities

of therapy that leads patients back

power for young adults, without it, to

and fulfill their potential. Long term

to health as soon as possible. Young

treat adolescent mental health issues

support and care cause their present

people who are going through a tough

is difficult.

and future to become bright. This is

timeneed support.

Trisupports’ goal.
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3. Setting
The tone is

TONE
positive and young

spirited, energetic, friendly.
4. Confirming

MESSAGES & DRIVERS
Main:
Trisupport purpose is support; it is
dedicated to helping adolescents with
mental health issues.

Sub 1:
Trisupport lead adolescents find good
way back to normal life.

Sub2:
Trisupport let parents more
understanding their children.

Sub3:
People more focus on young adults’
behavioral, emotional from Trisupport.
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POSTER

My concept behind my poster is using
my first idea three pillars, which are
student, family and school. Because
of the brand’s goal is to guide people
pay more attention on children who
had mental heath problem, so in the
final posters, I chose to use photo to
represent the adolescents who had
mental health, and using colour bar
highlighted their eyes, ear, and mouth;
moreover, using lines connected

NO blaming

UNDERSTANDING
them

them to convey my messages. I also

NO pushing,

CARING

GUIDING

NO fighting,

them

them

Pre l i m i n a r y Po s te r s

chose to use friendly bold typeface to
convey messages and to guide people’s

audiences think in a positive direction
and know how to dealing with their
mental health problem with people
around them.

open your eyes
you will see us
we will always be here for you

More information about adolescent mental health visit: www. Trisupport.com

open your heart
share your problems with
dad and mom
we will always be here for you

More information about adolescent mental health visit: www. Trisupport.com

TRISUPPORT

with audiences but also can let my

TRISUPPORT

the bright colour I chose not only fit

TRISUPPORT

attention on the brand support. Beside,

open your mind
trust your teacher
we will always be here for you

More information about adolescent mental health visit: www. Trisupport.com

Re d i n e d Po s te r s

Fi n a l Po s te r s

DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT
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NARRATIVE

The Narrative deliverable is printing
media, such as brochures, multi pagers.
They not only communicate the
information about Trisupport, but also
let more people get to know the basic
situation about adolescent mental health.
The main content of the brochure is a
guide for the target audience. It will be
focus more on Trisupport’s basic idea,
three pillars to awareness and education,

03

to guide parents, children and teachers
in a specific way. The brochure is going to
carry the goal of friendliness and convey
positive information of teenaged mental
heath to the Trisupport clients.

DELIVERABLE
DEVELOPMENT

Pre l i m i n a r y B ro c h u re s Ske tc h e s
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DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT

For the refinement, I added some specific information to
audiences, and more focus on my basic idea. I also added some
info graphics trying to sub-explain information visually, and fix
some language problems. Except these, for my layout, I changed
photograph treatment and fix photography issues but keep
used colour overlay to make the whole brochure more friendly
and positive. I also cropped my shape from my logo as a part of
my system, beside, changed original old and industrial typeface
to neo-sans to make my brochure feel younger and vivid. By
rearranging the whole thing, my brochure is almost touching
my goal of friendly conveying positive information of teenaged
mental heath to my audience.

Fi n a l B ro ch u re s
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DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT

DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT
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DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT
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MEDIA
CHANNEL
The Internet is important and the
fastest global media channel to reach
potential clients. Social media is an
excellent medium to let young adults
get more information from Trisupport.
People can get basic information in
the fastest way, and makes it easy to
contact Trisupport to get help.
App Forum service is good way to
have communications with clients and
help them. Also people can share them
own story on app, both communicate
with the brand and another people
who had same issues.

My goal for my media channel is let
more people know Trisupport, and get
information and help when they need it
in fastest way. My concepts are focus on
information of Trisupport, which is the
website with information, experiences
and guide tips for clients. It offers mental
heath information, videos, and online help
line for people who might need help. Also
include communication forum, which is
a place that people can go to talk about
adolescent mental health issue, they can
Pre l i m i n a r y M e d i a Ch a n n e l Ske tc h e s

share their own story also get help and
information from others.
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DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT

Fi n a l We b si te

DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT
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DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT

Fi n a l A p p l i ca t i o n

DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT
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DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT

EVENT
For deliverable of event, I created a
communication event for Trisupport
trying to communicate with people who
are interesting about adolescent mental
health, or people who had mental health
issues. This event not only let people know
more knowledge about mental health,
but also let people join Trisupport to get
helps or help others. I used part of logo as
a graphic element shape to make whole
design more consistence. I also designed
more specific products for this event, such
as billboard, outside billboard, bus station
posters, envelope, letterhead, pens, card
folder, folder for my clients.

Fi n a l Ev e nt Pr i nt o u t
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DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT
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DELIVERABLE DEVELOPMENT

Fi n a l Ev e nt Pr i nt o u t
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PHOTO CREDITS

PHOTO CREDITS
Personal Cards:
1_ http://www.dreamstime.com/stock-images-bored-housewife-image14028524
2_ http://teens.lovetoknow.com/Gift_Ideas_for_a_Teenage_Boy
3_http://oregonstate.edu/precollege/blog/starting-the-pipeline-from-high-school-to-college/

Posters:
1_ http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/adolescent-health-topics/mental-health/mental-health-disorders.html
2_ http://www.teenandfamilyservices.org
3_http://www.baylor.edu/content/imglib/1/8/7/2/187291.jpg

Narrative:
1_ http://soucyagency.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/female-college-student1.jpg
2_ http://wellness.eku.edu/mental-emotional-health
3_http://www.timesofmalta.com/local/mental-health-patients-still-suffering-from-stigma.331208
4_ http://www.gkhealth.com/category/mental-and-emotional-health
5_ http://www.livestrong.com/article/233203-adolescent-psychiatric-residential-treatment/
6_ http://adolescentgrowth.com/treatment-programs/
7_ http://www.depressioncenter.org/news-and-publications/eupdate/28.html
8_ http://www.hksports.net/hkpe/nss_pe/human_body/adolescent_physical_development.htm
9_ http://topnews.ae/content/mentally-ill-teens-and-adults-improve-significantly-through-programs

Media Channel:
1_ http://soucyagency.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/female-college-student1.jpg
2_ http://www.livestrong.com/article/233203-adolescent-psychiatric-residential-treatment/

Event:
1_ http://www.disneyforteens.com/2011/11/roam-if-you-want-to/
2_ http://www.stltoday.com/lifestyles/health-med-fit/teen-mental-health.html
3_ http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/teenhealth.html
4_ http://hope4teens.org
5_ http://www.howardregional.org/healthy_children
6_ http://www.pamf.org/teen/abc/types/family.html
7_ http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/adolescent-health-topics/mental-health/mental-health-disorders.htm
8_http://soucyagency.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/female-college-student1.jpg
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